
HUMANNESS
W H A T  D O E S  I T  M E A N  T O  B E  H U M A N ?
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hearts full of happiness

unified despite being
diverse

modest in the face of
accolades

active in body and mind

nurturing just like mother
nature

inquisitive about self

tolerant of criticism

youthful in heart
Aditi Goswami
India
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What is it that we possess
that no other creature does?
We possess an intrinsic knowing that we are Created by
Source Energy.
Some humans try to avoid this reality by saying that
there is no ' God'. Whatever we call 'it', our existence on
this planet proves that there must be Infinite Intelligence
which created us human beings. Our pursuit to create
Artificial Intelligent bots, is our attempt to copy what the
Source Energy has created. Our Universe is governed by
laws that are very precise. The seasons change
seamlessly. Nature follows its encoded rhythm.
The earth spins with mathematical accuracy.
We possess the power of Thought. We are not governed
by instinct, that's for the animal kingdom. Plants
blossom, bear fruit, wither and die according to the
seasons. We humans use our brain power to create.
We are co-creators, that is the culture I belong to. We use
the naturally supplied resources on earth to create
physical things. Before any physical thing can be
created, we must first imagine it in our thoughts. Every
action is birthed from thought. Once we have thought
about the new idea, we are capable of transforming it into
physical form. We do this by putting our thoughts on
paper, gathering the already available raw materials from
nature, combining these resources to create a new
physical form like AI (Artificial Intelligence). Our culture
is one of exploration, our quest to unlock the secrets of
the universe, continual expansion of our brain power, a
culture of inexhaustible abundance on earth and beyond
galaxies.

Rhandzu Mahlaule



Encoded in our genetics is the first
human to ever crawl the earth and
the first human to ever travel
spacetime. The ancestral gene has
shifted from sharing DNA with
simple primordial flora to hosting
the biomechanical apex species
found in the world of today's
universe. In 2019 we have since
discovered most of our (deductive)
origins and have now begun to
postulate our futures.

LWAZI BLACQ THE WHITE
WALKER
What makes me proud of being human is the realisation
that I can share God's creation with the consciousness
that I am a spiritual being having a human experience.

In the near future we seemingly
progress towards not settling on
mere sonograms to predict
ancestry but in some far off
remote area  in the Bermuda Trade
Triangle there lies the next Marvel
Blockbuster: StemCell the
NextGen Superhuman. In Brevi, we
are as a human race in the
process of splicing cloning and
recreating DNA. But as the war on
technology implodes whilst
waging forward, the war on
humanity expounds and survives
on minimum wage.

For me being a human means compassion and love. I am always overwhelmed by videos online
whereby a stranger will come to another's aide. The selfless and compassionate nature. In such a
cruel, drudgery-ridden world. It's always moving to find or witness true kindness, compassion and
love for one another. Being human is about love and the collective, to archive more. To share the
highs and lows together. Such videos online are the best! I've seen humans risk their lives to help
animals and pets alike. Gives me a little hope in mankind despite the ignorance and plight of many
people across the world.
 
-Andrew
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FROM TRASH TO
ART.
T H E  T A L E  O F  A N  A F R I C A N  M A N  W H O  M A K E S  A R T  O U T  O F  U S E D
C A N S .
 
E X E M P L I F Y I N G  T H E  I M P O R T A N C E  O F  R E C Y C L I N G .

IVORIAN PRIDE!
Turning trash into art.

An artistic man living in Ivory Coast finds himself creating art from

used cans.

He finds used cans alongside rivers, streets and other places and uses

them to create magnificent artwork.

His innovative spirit has created beauty out of a mess, he is teaching

his community about the importance of recycling and keeping a clean,

litterless environment. 

I was inspired by this man because he has taken action towards caring

for the planet he calls his home.

 

Watch the video by clicking on the can.

By Tiyani Shibambu

https://youtu.be/L9DNQm8HQrY


The blind fold
The shackles around our
very DNA which fail to hold
Nothing can ever possess
humanity’s core
I am human, I don’t accept
society’s rules so bland,
they bore!

Enchanted by love
We touch that poison with such
bravery, we forget the glove
Like zombies in limbo
It grows, it’s a God, it puppets us, it
controls wherever we go
 

 

Bewitched by anger
We are sentenced to oblivion
No matter how big or small the matter
Revenge is our comforter, our home
 

 

Captivated by selflessness 
Our hearts flutter with joy in the
golden rain
It metastases all over permeable
helpless bodies, so much that we
expose nothing but inner and outer
kindness
It harbours so much love and immense
pain
 

 

Overwhelmed with fear 
We cling on to our life which to us is so
dear
The path of light and the path of night
are nothing,
They are nothing but a blare or
something
 

 

Human is your name, it is my name
So complex we are, we seduce fame
Society’s tame, is nothing but a game
of fear
Fear of truth which it cannot bare
 

 

We are human
We fall into the night often, we rise
into the light more grown
Transparency and acceptance are our
salvation
Human is our name, our inner light’s
connection.

Human is our
nature

B Y  L O N D I W E  P  M O Y O

As I walk the path of ‘light’
I am ‘free’, I know and I’m ‘happy’,
I have might
I am loved, I have a home
I am embraced by the world so strong
it devours my bones
 

I want it, I want it to be so
It's only ‘right,’ it’s the only essential
product in society’s store
The artificial touch of kindness 
That claims a place of inferiority to
humanities madness
 

The blind fold
The shackles around our very DNA
which fail to hold
Nothing can ever possess humanity’s
core
I am human, I don’t accept society’s
rules so bland, they bore!
 

There’s no such thing as an earthly
soul of light
Try we might,
But not so pure
So far from the devil’s paw
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WHAT BEING HUMAN
MEANS TO  ME.

Article by Jade Trueman
The embodiment:

There are so many voices which come to deliver

messages to you through-out your lifetime. 

There are so many vessels which you encounter.

Vessels which you sometimes vicariously become.

Creativity isn’t ever too far out of reach, and
it is because of our ability to create, that
we’ve been able to consciously develop a
bridge between our minds, our will and our
dreams. We’ve transcended the idea of what
may have seemed as an impossible pursuit.

It is within this feeling that we consider ourselves

most useful. It is within this feeling that we attach

meaning to being the most human version of

ourselves. It is even within this feeling of

selflessness that we are expressing our most

selfish selves. It is within this feeling that we also

learn how to discern who we are, and who others

are. Walking the tight rope between feeling and

knowing when to feel.

The outcome:
We have the capacity to think in philosophical

terms. We have the capacity to think critically. We

have the capacity to be obscene. Creativity isn’t

ever too far out of reach, and it is because of our

ability to create, that we’ve been able to

consciously develop a bridge between our minds,

our will and our dreams. We’ve transcended the

idea of what may have seemed as an impossible

pursuit.

Being human has not only become a transactional

form of existence. It is also a philosophical and

critical way of learning how to interact with our

environment. Transactions aren’t limited to how

much we develop, create or appease. Being human

is simultaneously about how much knowledge of

self, spirit, environment and relationality we have.

History has had a way of repeating itself. There are

very few incidences of pioneering thought

influencing our continual pursuit. 

 

Being human is incredibly fleeting. But it is within

this fleeting feeling that we find our value.

 

Being human can be a meaningful life filled with

messages constantly delivered to you. Being human

can also mean that many people pass you by; and

from time to time, you get to pass them by too.

Being a participant in your very own life as a

human being, may be viewed as Maslow’s highest

human aspiration. And although this aspiration

may be a life long journey; the paths that unfold

are some of the most submissively explicit pursuits

that any human can encounter.

The expression: 
We are often forced to answer what being alive

means to us. Our answers may be influenced by a

question paper and a timer, not leaving much room

for subjective answers, but room only for what

seems to be most acceptable.

The relationship: 
What is explicitly expected of us, is being

accessible to all who require our time and energy.

Giving of ourselves in ways where we may not even

have the capacity to. What is expected of us is

being as present as possible within our own lives

too. Striking the balance between being accessible

to others and being accessible to ourselves, is one

of the unwritten paths of the human experience.



When We Met
Humans.

Well I'll tell you a little story,

I'm Noob from a planet called Mars, by the way.

Let's start this story at the beginning, I'm sure you will like it a lot.

Well I landed on this planet called Earth many moons ago.

I was sent here to establish some type of relationship between our two planets. I was supposed to be sent with

a large group of my people to help share information with humans. I chose to go by myself first though. I was

the advisor to the leader of our planet and so I had a big responsibility to make sure I learned as much as I

could about a planet I'm sent to. Well now that you know a little about me let's get into the story and I will tell

you what I have learned about humanity.

When I first got to this planet I was not visible to humans, I did this to learn their actions and to find the

easiest way to connect with them. I did not want to scare them, you know, space travel is new for the humans.

After a few days of observing them I noticed that they are all different. I noticed how the old looking ones

were always moving and they are all busy. I noticed some that didn't look so old but at the same time not too

young but were very active and always laughing. The most beautiful ones where held all the time and they

were always being kissed. I also noticed how each of these groups would act with each other. I then got close

to this nice group of humans. There were two old humans, three middle aged humans and there was one who

had two eyes that looked like a brown milky way.

As I got to know this group of humans I noticed how beautiful it is to be human. I saw how the old human who

had really short hair would leave before the sun came , that human would be gone for a while before the other

humans would leave. I would then see how the other old human would make the other humans food so they

can have a feast. I looked at the way the other small humans would run outside and make each other laugh and

be happy. The short haired human would come back and then the other humans would go up to him and they

would have the biggest smiles on their faces.

After a few days I found a way to follow the short haired human. He would go to a place that had many other

humans that were all different but very interesting to me. They would be doing different  things but it all

would happen in a way that made it look fun. The way they would interact with each other showed that they

care for each other. The small group of humans that I was observing had a small animal. They would treat the

animal just as they treated each other. There was also something that was the most beautiful thing about the

humans.

When they would hold each other they would have the most beautiful eyes ever, I'll miss that the most.

So I guess to answer your question, what does it mean to be human?

To be human is to love others and take care of everyone around you so as to bring and spread joy around.

 

I sign this

Noob the King's advisor.

 

- L U T H A N D O  M Q A D I



H U M A N N E S S

Achievement.
Accomplishment.
Completion.
Shared hardness.
Weathering the storm.
Together.
Smiling without the weight of
the world hanging on my joy.
When I smile, I smile for me.
Only for me.
I am the reason I smile.
I share my smile because I
like to smile for myself.
My Self became something
bigger than my body.
My idea of my body became
even more linked to the
bodies that I live inside.
 

What
makes me
a proud
Human?

By Craig Adams

I am a proud human because, for
millennia, my kind has carried little
more than the flame of knowledge to
the point where we are now.
My pride in being human comes from
the realization that there are
individuals who have dedicated their
lives to the betterment of our species.
My pride in being human comes from
the knowledge that there have been
men and women who have sacrificed
their own lives for the lives of others,
be it their parents, children and even
strangers. My pride in being human
comes from knowing that I have to take
care of the world we are borrowing
from the generations to come.
I take pride in realizing a
responsibility towards those that will
come after me.
My pride in being human comes from
knowing that there have been men and
women who thought to make sure that
enough knowledge was disseminated
across the globe just so that I could sit
here and contemplate my existence.
My humanity involves a powerhouse of
information.
What makes me a proud human?
Knowing that I am human.



A CH CHHARA ' S  PO E T R Y

PURPOSE OF HUMAN.

Human means to be caring

We are killing humanity

Human means to be loving

We are getting violent

Human means to be helpful

Because it's the purpose of

humanity.

HUMAN NEEDS TO BE.

Oh! People are not different

Whether poor or rich

They all have a heart

In people there's no bad nor good

They all just don't understand

anything

People, money will make no

difference

It's only a thing

So meet everyone gracefully

And they will give you love

That's what human needs to be.

HUMAN..
10 year old



THOUGHTS ON
HUMANNESS

Pritam

"Love" human beings have the

feeling of love.

Only human beings share intimacy

with a person who loves them.

In other animals they bond only for

reproduction or physical needs.

Khanya

Physical attraction and chemistry.

The ability to have a deep spiritual

connection to all of God's creation.

The fact that when I wake up, I

experience the simplicity of the

sunlight on my skin which radiates

a deeper connection. It reminds my

spirit of the promises of a new day

and sends gratitude through my

entire being. What makes me a

proud human is living everyday,

being alive, feeling, breathing,

loving and learning.

For me being human means this; The ability to think, to

reason and to understand. For instance in these two

pictures we see the power of a human brain when its put

to good use, to think and to reason. We get someone who

thought of what the world would be like if there was a

light bulb, and today we have light and this was done in

the benefit of the entire world. Then we have another who

thought what the world would be like if there was a

computer and today we have an entire human-made brain

in a single computer. For me that's just amazing, this is

being human! The human brain thinks, reasons,

understands and invents what benefits the entire world.

What makes me proud to be
Human?
LISA



An insightful
look into..

WHAT IT
MEANS TO BE
HUMAN.

By Kwame

From Ghana

The human race, simple as it may appear, bothers on a myriad of

complexities. Complexities mostly borne out of the mere penchant

to live extraordinary and above reproach. Much as there are

extremes and levels to life and living it, there always comes the

temptation to play to the gallery irrespective of the ripple effect.

Satisfying the masses and completely ignoring self fast becomes the

order of the day. At this rate the human factor is at a crossroads and

on the verge of being lost if not lost completely.

It is against this backdrop that humans will trample on everything

including fellow humans just to ascend to the zenith.

But what does it mean to be human in the advent of adulterated

principles, bent rules and skewed ideologies.

To be human is to be fallible even though individual standards and

principles could likely tweak the status quo, leaving people to taunt

themselves at the slightest errors as though they are supernaturals.

Probably the elevation of the homo sapien as a higher version of all

living creatures, with the conspicuous ability to reason and decipher

good from evil has left him chasing the arduous task of perfection.

To be human is to live, love and see each other as self without

recourse to close relations, acquaintances and palpable benefits.

Apparently what it means to be human is to strive hard yet aspire to

live pure, live your best life without investing more than you gain

but above all love unconditionally and see each other as self.





REACHING OUT TO THE
GIRLS OF GHANA.

The Official Newsletter of the Silton Realty Circle

C H A R I T Y  C O R N E R

Hajar Diko Osman is my name, Founder of Young Women Leaders

Network (YWLN).

YWLN is a non-profit organization that seeks to educate, empower

and support girls and women from rural and urban poor communities

in Ghana through health education and personal development.

Currently, our flagship project is Menstrual Hygiene Management

dubbed ‘Gift a Sanitary Pad to the Girl Child” where we educate basic

school  girls on menstruation and its hygiene, erase stigmatization

surrounding menstruation among them and the boys.

And at the end of discussion we gift them a sanitary pad and also

savings box to help them save money so they are able to buy sanitary

products for themselves each month when their period is due.

My work in the empowerment of the girl and women from urban poor

and rural communities emanated from my experience as lady who

grew from urban poor community of Accra where less than 7% of the

youth are able to attain tertiary education. Most of the teenage girls

within my community drop out from school ending up into child

marriage or being teenage mothers. My late father ensured that I

never fell a victim to any of the above by giving me the necessary

guidance and support through sponsoring my education to tertiary

among his seven children because he could not afford to educate us

all. In his memories as an advocate for the girl child education and

embedment, I founded Young Women Leaders Network in 2016.

 

 



C H A R I T Y  C O R N E R

Our operation is working toward four

Sustainable Development Goals, the

SDG 3; Good health and Wellbeing, SDG

4; Quality Education, SDG 5: Gender

Equality and SDG 17; Partnerships for

goals.

Young Women Leaders Network

currently has over 600 beneficiaries in

Ghana since it started this project in

2017.

Funding and sponsorship are really a

greatest challenge for us, hence our

Reusable Pad Projects. Since Sanitary

pads are expensive due to huge taxes

placed on them, we are training girls

how to make their own pads.

Also, we will be training teenage

mothers and widows in to making these

products so they can they can sell it to

make a living out of it.

These cloths pads can be used for as

long as 5 years with proper hygienic

management.

 

We calling on philanthropists,

stakeholders and individuals to come to

our aid in terms of sponsorship.

 

We need sewing machines and finances

to purchase the materials needed for

this project.

In 2017, I thought of doing something unique different from other

organizations in my community that’s when menstrual hygiene

project came to mind, I started my menses at age 12 with no

knowledge about it, when I told my mum I saw a blood like phlegm in

my urine all she said was you have attained puberty, stop playing

around with boys and she gave cloth rugs to use as a pad.

 

 

During that time, I use to hate it when its time for my period, I feel

uncomfortable using the rugs, couldn’t walk properly, sitting down

was even a problem because when I do, I will be stained, it was

terrible. I discovered the use of sanitary pad without any help, I only

assumed that was it purpose and used my own savings to buy my

first sanitary in my third months of period. So, I decided to educate

young ones in other to be prepared and how to handle this when its

time.

FOR SPONSORSHIP OR

ENQUIRY.

CALL OR WHATSAPP US ON

+233 243686055



GIVE BACK PROJECTS.

C H A R I T Y  C O R N E R

GiveBackProjects is an organisation that feeds
and uplifts the lives of those less fortunate. We
reach out to old age homes, kids homes and
homeless people.
We try to better their living conditions and provide
them with food.
GiveBackProjects collects old unwanted clothes,
furniture,household goods,kitchenware, beds,
bedding, baby stuff, toys, toiletries,foodstuff or
anything for those less fortunate.
We collect anywhere in all areas of Johannesburg
and Pretoria.

Contact us for your collection.

0791832423
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DRAWN BY
SHINE
FROM INDIA



A BIG THANK YOU TO
THIS MONTH'S
CONTRIBUTORS!


